DPS VK Quiz Club Times of India FunDaMental 2006 Selection Test
1. In which country are the highest number of people killed due to sharks?
*Answer: Australia
2. If NDLS is the station code for New Delhi Railway Station, what four letters denote Pune
Railway Station?
*Answer: PUNE
3. Which city has the highest number of skyscrapers in the world?
*Answer: New York
4. A heavy metal band's album ran into controversy due to its depiction of Christ and some
disturbing lyrics. Name the album and the band.
*Answer: Christ Illusion; Slayer
5. "So fathers be good to your daughters, / Daughters will love like you do, yeah / Girls
become lovers who turn into mothers / So mothers be good to your daughters too." Name
the singer and the song.
*Answer: John Mayer; Daughters
6. This band gave us songs like "Mamma Mia," "Fernando", "S.O.S." and "Dancing
Queen". (Hint: It's an acronym of the memebers' first names)
*Answer: ABBA
7. Polly, DJ, Benny, Rikki, Ashwani, Rakesh and Prashant are the members of which band?
(Hint: Dhoom)
*Answer: Euphoria
8. "I dream of rain / I dream of gardens in the desert sand / I wake in vain / I dream of love
as time runs through my hand" Name the song and the singer.
*Answer: Desert Rose; Sting
9. "You were my strength when I was weak / You were my voice when I couldn't speak /
You were my eyes when I couldn't see / You saw the best there was in me / Lifted me up
when I couldn't reach / You gave me faith 'coz you believed I'm everything I am" Song and
the singer.
*Answer: Because you loved me; Celine Dion
10. Which 1998 Bollywood movie was marketed with the tagline "0% cloth, 100% love"?
*Answer: Jeans
11. Norma Jeane Mortenson was the real name of which Hollywood actress of the 1950s?
*Answer: Marilyn Monroe
12. John Creasey is Pita's bodyguard. (Hint: Fanning)
*Answer: Man On Fire

13. "___ ______'s Creature Shop" is widely associated with movie special effects.
*Answer: Jim Henson
14. This division of LucasFilm handle special effects.
*Answer: Industrial Light & Magic
15. "I heard that you were talking shit / And you didn't think that I would hear it / People
hear you talking like that, getting everybody fired up / So I'm ready to attack, gonna lead
the pack / Gonna get a touchdown, gonna take you out / That's right, put your pompoms
downs, getting everybody fired up" Name th
*Answer: Hollaback Girl; Gwen Stefani
16. What is the national anthem of USA called?
*Answer: Star Spangled Banner
17. How do we better know the Japanese art of growing miniature plants?
*Answer: Bonsai
18. Created by Elzie Crisler Segar, this cartoon character is wellknown for his strength.
*Answer: Popeye
19. What is the name of the monument which is a copy of the Taj Mahal, situated in
Aurangabad and built by Aurangzeb for his wife?
*Answer: Bibi Ka Makbara
20. George Crum created this food item, initially called Saratoga _____, after a customer
complained that his _____ _____ were "too thick and soggy" and "not salty enough".
Which food item am I talking about?
*Answer: Chips
21. Which country's flag has the picture of an AK47 rifle on it?
*Answer: Mozambique
22. In cricket, which is the least common form of dismissal?
*Answer: Timed out
23. How many times are the famous lines "Play it again, Sam" spoken in the iconic movie,
Casablanca?
*Answer: Zero
24. Which artist painted 'Portrait of Doctor Gatchet', 'Irises' and 'Sunflowers'?
*Answer: Vincent Van Gogh
25. 'Miserable failure' is a Google bomb that you would relate to which person?
*Answer: George W Bush

